In this paper, we examine a particular example of a long-known spectral sequence in order to answer the lowest dimensional unresolved question about the stable homotopy groups of spheres. In particular we completely determine the ^-primary component of w n (S) for n^2(p-l)(p 2 +2p)-6, for odd primes p. There is a spectral sequence [7] {E r , d r } such that E%* -H*(X; 7T*(S)) and £** is a bigraded group associated with the stable homotopy groups of X, any topological space. This spectral sequence may be generalized by replacing space X by spectrum A: E%*=H*(A; 7r*(S)) and E£* is a bigraded group associated with ir*(A).
Consider this spectral sequence for A = K(Z), the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum (A n = K(Z, n)). Then EQ >0 = Z and E™ t = 0 for (s, t) 
where -4* is isomorphic to E(T\, T2, • • • )®^(£i, £2, * * • )> the exterior algebra on generators n tensored with the polynomial algebra on generators £», where dim n -l=dim ^i = 2(p i -1). ^4* is the dual algebra to the quotient coalgebra of the Steenrod Algebra, by the left ideal generalized by the Bockstein.
Toda [5] j3icei is a nonboundary hence $ +1 =^0, i*è.p -1. Then we assume that /3iai = 0. There is nothing natural to cancel j3ï +1 (which May [3] proves is nonzero). Thus it becomes increasingly difficult to assure that each noncycle is a boundary, and finally we see that there is an infinite cycle which is not a boundary. This contradicts the fact that E" t = 0 if (s, 1)^(0, 0), so the assumption is incorrect and jSfai^O.
Detailed proofs and a more complete statement of our results will appear elsewhere.
